98	EUROPE   AT   PLAY
"White Wings/' The family for some time kept this
mixture (it is now sold in tablets) for private distribution;
fortunately, in the cause of humanity they have allowed
it to come on the market. Naturally there are some
crossings and some people whom nothing can mollify,
but lately only on the rarest occasions have I suffered
those tortures known only to sufferers from travel-
sickness. Therefore I feel that it is a genuine "Boy
Scout's good deed" in telling of it.
A point upon which, fortunately, most air lines are
firm is in the prohibition of smoking: even if a compart-
ment is set aside for it the whiff of a strong cigar will soon
percolate through. It is no doubt quite safe to smoke;
on the other hand, air travel is not motionless, and for
many passengers who are affected by the movement this
feeling is intensified by the smell of tobacco smoke. It
seems that smokers, considering all points, might
sacrifice at the most three hours out of their tobacco life*
They can make up for it when the journey is over, and
there are always halts on long trips*
A hint for sensitive travellers is to move as little as
possible in your seat once you have taken your "dope";
do not be inveigled by the steward into filling up
forms just when you are settled in a state of calm com-
posure*
The wind dropped yesterday, making conditions
perfect for the golfers- Those who specialise in taking
out a neat square of turf with their iron shots found the
course just in the right state* With my beautifully
matched new set of Lockwood Brown steel clubs I am
prepared fot my annual contest with Mr. Edward Robson^
i& which he receives a stroke a hole and drives from
the forward tees. As my official handicap is nineteen.

